The Ontario Weekly Newspaper Association is celebrating its Silver Jubilee this year and it recently held its annual meeting in Toronto. A quick review of its programme shows where these leaders of the province's weekly press are at.

On the evening of registration the publishers were treated to an Early Bird draw for CP Air flight to Rome. The next morning breakfast was hosted by the Canadian Bankers Association. Luncheon was funded by the Province of Ontario (feature speaker" Bill Davis) and dinner was paid by Imperial Oil.

The last day of the Conference saw breakfast supplied by the Spruce Falls Power and Paper Company.

Lunch by the Ford Motor Company of Canada and dinner by Ontario Hydro. In addition to industry and government playing for all six official meals, numerous companies supplied Hospitality Suites.

One estimate is that each publisher saved about $100 per person by allowing the conference to be sponsored by their assorted friends.

By reading the editorials in the weeklies through the year you'd never guess it, would you?